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In this paper we present our methods with automated process integration of industrial solvers and
research codes of our university within the frame of the project ”Simulation and Optimization”. We
deal with two areas of industrial applications: the shape optimization of Diesel engine intake ports
and a fluid-structure interaction for virtual wind tunnel application.
Our method for the shape optimization (see also [1]) is an iterative process of black-box coupled
state-of-the-art industrial commercial codes and in-house research codes forming the following
automated steps in loop:
1. modeling of the product with some parametric CAD tool (e.g. Pro/Engineer – Creo),
2. analysis of the model, typically done with a CFD software (e.g. HyperMesh for mesh generation and Ansys Fluent),
3. decision on and modification of the CAD model for the next iteration by an optimization code
(e.g. LGO, or research codes with evalutionary algorithms – see [2] for the special difficulty
the optimization has to face, namely the limited number of objective evaluations due to 3D
CFD simulations in each step).
In the second part of the talk we present another software process of ours for the virtual execution
of fluid-structure interaction testing usually done in wind-tunnels (see [4]), which is the coupling of
the following tools using industrial standard input and output structures:
• Parmod (Parallel Modeller): our in-house software framework for providing easily accessible modern CFD algorithms running on many-core systems including GPGPUs (see [3]),
producing several Teraflops computational performance on cheap hardware,
• NX NASTRAN: the capabilities of this FEA software is achieved by our set of DMAP (Direct
Matrix Abstraction Programming) modifications to NX NASTRAN.
Finally, we present the outline of the recently started research on simulation and optimization of
hybrid and electric vehicles.
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